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UNIT 1: NOW AND THEN 
Vocabulary: household chores, household objects 
Grammar: tense revision (present and past), used to, indefinite pronouns 
Reading: traditional games from around the world, why are women still doing most of the 
housework? 
Writing: which household chores do you do? 
Listening: chasing games 

UNIT 2: YOUR MONEY 
Vocabulary: money, payment 
Grammar: present perfect continuous, for and since, defining relative clauses, question tags  
Reading: the end of coins and banknotes 

UNIT 3: TECHIE LIFE 
Vocabulary: technology, the internet 
Grammar: present perfect simple VS present perfect continuous, non-defining relative 
clauses, infinitive of purpose 
Reading: have smartphones replaced computers? 

UNIT 4: TOWN AND AROUND 
Vocabulary: around the town, sightseeing, adj. to describe places 
Grammar: Zero and First conditionals, when, unless, as soon as, before, after, until, modal 
verbs of deduction 
Listening: a radio programme about Cork, an expert talking about two famous city walls 
Writing: describe your neighborhood 

UNIT 5: HEALTHY AND BODY MIND 
Vocabulary: the body, health problems, treatments and remedies 
Grammar: Second Conditional, modal verbs of advice (should, ought to, had better), other 
expression to give advice 
Writing: what waked you do if you had…? 
Listening: radio interview about concentration 
Reading: study tips 



UNIT 6: CRIME DOESN’T PAY 
Vocabulary: crime and criminals, law and justice, punishment in school 
Grammar: Past perfect, past perfect VS past simple, Third conditional, expressing 
disapproval and regret in the past 
Reading: sensational crimes 
Listening: a journalist talking about two famous trials 

UNIT 7: OUR PLANET 
Vocabulary: ecology, natural disasters, renewable energy  
Grammar: the gerund and the infinitive, the and zero article, reflexive and reciprocal nouns 
Listening: going green is easy, father and daughter talking about renewable energy, an 
expert talking about building with waste 
Reading: a powerful explosion, what is biodiversity? 

UNIT 8: ART AND BEAUTY 
Vocabulary: the human face, visual arts 
Grammar: the passive, ability in the past 

UNIT 9: ANIMALS AND US 
Vocabulary: animals, animals sounds 
Grammar: modal verbs of deduction in the past 
Reading: animals around the world 

UNIT 10: MY MEDIA 
Grammar: say and tell, reported speech  
Reading: a social media star overnight 
Listening: a journalist talking about fake news 

UNIT 11: THE WAY I FEEL 
Vocabulary: feelings and emotions, happiness, personal opinions 
Grammar: verbs of perception, let and allow 
Reading: things that make us happy (summary), self-awareness 
Listening: experiences that change your life, embarrassing moments 
Writing: my cringe moment 

Si sono svolti esercizi sul workbook del libro in riferimento alle suddette unità. 

Altro: 
Esercizi, attività. schemi, slides su Moodle e MyZanichelli. Video: Youtube 
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